
4 September 2007 

The General Manager 
Adjudication Branch 
Australian Competition & Consumer Commission 
GPO Box 3131 
Canberra ACT 2601 
By email: adiudication@accc.qov.au 

Dear Sir 

Phonographic Performance Company of Australia Limited - 
Application for Revocation and Substitution of Authorisations: A91041 & A91042 

Submission by Fitness Australia Inc. on the Draft Determination of 18 July 2007 and 
comments received in relation to proposed conditions, dated 29 August 2007 

Fitness Australia appreciates the opportunity to make a further written submission in relation 
to the above matter. 

Comments in relation to proposed conditions 

1. PPCA's suggested approach to publish a list of the 500 'most played' protected 
recordings in a distribution period 

Fitness Australia cannot see the benefit of this approach in terms of overall utility or in 
relation to specific usefulness of this information to the fitness industry. 

I n  a general sense, the 'most played' list will vary greatly depending on what 
communication channel is being measured (i.e. music played on radio, TV, in clubs, 
hotels??) and the relevant target audience. For example, music 'most played' on Radio 
Station 2CH will not be the same as that 'most played' on Radio Station 333. Likewise, 
the music 'most played' in the local Hotel at Parramatta will differ from that 'most 
played' at a nightclub in Darlinghurst. We are of the opinion that any such list would be 
diluted by the wide variety of music played across a range of channels and would 
therefore, not provide significant information value to those who are subject to PPCA 
licence fees. 

Furthermore, popular music, whilst relevant to radio stations and nightclubs is not 
anywhere as relevant to the fitness industry, where beat and rhythm are far more 
important. Therefore, having access to information relating to the list of 500 'most 
played' protected recordings is not particularly useful for the fitness industry when it 
seeks to choose a range of recordings or 'play list' to use within exercise classes. 

2. Protected recordings 

Fitness Australia supports the condition that PPCA be required to provide an updated list 
of protected music. However, the requirement that the list only be updated by PPCA 
annually means that the list becomes virtually useless during the latter part of the 
year. All music which is released post the publication of the list each year must be 
assumed to be protected as, to do otherwise, opens the fitness club, night club etc. to 
claims for breach of license. There appears to be two possible ways around this issue: 
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(a) PPCA updates its list on a more regular basis. This could be done quarterly or 
half yearly. This means that the list would be no more than 6 months out of date 
at the most. Alternatively; 

(b) There could be two (2) levels of prosecution for the playing of protected music 
without a license that is, (i) unknowing and (ii) reckless. PPCA could target the 
unlicensed users of protected music which is published in their lists and claim 
lost copyright revenue. But where the "offending" piece of music does not appear 
on their list, the most they can do is require the offender to stop playing it. 

These measures would have a number of positive effects, including: 

PPCA and its record company shareholders would be commercially motivated to  
ensure that the lists of protected music are kept up to date; 

Music users are motivated to keep themselves informed about the music they choose 
to play; 

Inadvertent breaches of copyright where the user is unable to see from published 
lists that music is protected will result in the cessation of the offending behaviour, 
rather than the imposition of heavy penalties. 

3. Recordings for which distributions were not made 

We fully support the consideration that limitations are imposed on PPCA's enforcement 
of copyright in relation to the rights of copyright owners for the unlicensed use of music 
in respect of which no distributions have been made during the previous 12 months. 

Lauretta Stace I Chief Executive Officer 
Fitness Australia Inc. 
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